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Enforcement notice appeal reference: ENA-130-2015
Site address: Dunans Castle, Glendaruel, Colintraive, Argyll PA22 3AD
Appeal by Mr Charles Dixon-Spain and Mrs Sadie Dixon-Spain against the enforcement
notice dated 22 May 2014 served by Argyll and Bute Council
The alleged breach of planning control: without planning permission, the siting and
erection of a timber outbuilding used as an office and installation of mains services
Date of site visit by Reporter: 13 August 2014

Date of appeal decision: 3 September 2014
Decision
I allow the appeal and vary the terms of the notice by the deletion of “9 months” in the time
period for compliance (specified in section 5 of the notice dated 22 May 2014) and the
substitution therefor of the words “three years”. Subject to any application to the Court of
Session, the enforcement notice takes effect on the date of this decision, which constitutes
the determination of the appeal for the purpose of section 131(3) of the Act.
Reasoning
1.
The appeal against the enforcement notice was made on the following ground as
provided for by section 130(1) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997:
(g) the period specified in the notice to comply with the steps to be taken falls short of what
should reasonably be allowed.
The enforcement notice gives the time period for compliance as 9 months.
2.
The timber shed the subject of this appeal is located within the site shown on the
plan attached to the notice, but at its north-eastern end. It is of one storey and measures
some 5.5 by 4.5 metres. It lies to the north-east of Dunans Castle, which with the exception
of the attached Georgian house, is now a burnt-out shell, having suffered a disastrous fire
in 2001. Between the castle and the appeal premises is a large modern shed. The castle
is accessed from the A886 by a driveway which crosses the deep gorge of the River Ruel
by Dunans Bridge.
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3.
Dunans Castle is in the Scots Baronial (or French) style and dates from 1864. It is
an impressive building with a prominent tower at the south-west (or west) corner. It is
Listed Category B. Dunans Bridge was built in 1815. It is a Gothick bridge of three pointed
arches. The central arch spans the river and is larger than the other two. It is a particularly
impressive structure and is listed Category A. From the bridge there is a fine view of the
castle. The castle and bridge are set in a distinguished and well-wooded parkland
landscape.
4.
The appellants state that they bought the property in 2003. They claim that the
period of 9 months is too short given that the building is used as an office for the business
which provides for the restoration of the listed buildings.
5.
For the castle, an Initial Structural Appraisal, Condition Report, Conservation Plan
and Options Appraisal (with outline indicative casts) were produced in
January/February/March 2014. For the bridge, an Initial Structural Appraisal and Indicative
Costs were produced in the same months. A draft timetable shows work on the bridge
completed by October 2015 and offices constructed by November 2015. Construction work
on the castle could not start until the bridge had been made safe for the heavy traffic that
would be generated. The construction phase would last for some three years.
6.
The planning authority argues that given the relatively small size of the timber
outbuilding and the minor nature of the operations necessary to remedy the breach of
planning control, the compliance period of 9 months is totally reasonable. Such a lengthy
period would allow the consideration of the current application for the retention of the
structure, or for suitable alternative premises to be found. For as long as the building
stands, the planning authority claims that the policies of the Argyll and Bute Local Plan
2009 are breached. Policy LP ENV 13A seeks to preserve the settings of listed buildings
and Policy LP ENV 19 requires development to be of a high standard of design, paying
regard to its surroundings.
Conclusion
7.
I note that since the appellants bought the property in 2003, much of the Georgian
House adjoining the castle has been restored and is now occupied. It appears that
business enterprises have been established which provide a measure of economic support.
Apart from some works towards making the ruined castle safe, work has yet to start on the
restoration of the bridge and castle. However, it is clear that a thorough and professional
scheme of restoration is planned. I have no doubt that this is a very serious bid to restore
this property, with economic support provided by business enterprises established here.
8.
The task is daunting. It is fortunate indeed that the appellants are willing to
undertake it. Otherwise, two remarkable and valuable historic buildings would be
threatened with decay and demolition. Given the uncertainties and difficulties which are all
too likely to lie ahead, I consider that a much longer period for compliance is justified. I see
no public benefit in requiring the timber outbuilding to be removed and the office to be
relocated when it could disrupt the progress of the scheme of restoration. That disruptive
effect might be indirect, but the enterprises which operate from the premises are linked to
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the castle in that they provide economic support. Any disadvantage to the public is
minimal, as the timber building is simple and comparatively unobtrusive. It is hardly likely to
be noticed as affecting the setting of the castle for as long as restoration works are in
progress.
9.
If, in accordance with the draft timetable, work on the castle were to start in October
2015 and be completed by October 2018, it would in my view be reasonable to expect the
need to address the finer points of presentation of the site to arise in the last year of the
programme. Accordingly, I have decided to vary the terms of the notice so that the
compliance period is three years.
10.
I have considered all other points made, including the representations of a neighbour
who is concerned about car parking on his land near the entrance to Dunans Castle on the
A886. However, this does not relate to the issue raised by this appeal. None of these
points causes me to alter my decision.

Donald Harris
Reporter
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